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STATEMENT FROM THE OVERSEAS EXAMINATIONS COMMISSION 

September 9, 2016 

In light of recent media reports, the Overseas Examinations Commission (OEC), which has been in 

operation for 129 years of distinguished service to the Government and people of Jamaica and acts as 

a Proctoring (Supervisory) Body for many Overseas Examining Boards, including the Caribbean 

Examinations Council (CXC), wishes to clarify aspects of the administration of examinations and 

highlight its role and the processes involved for the information of the general public. 

Over the years the OEC has administered, not just the Cambridge International Examinations [GCE] 

and Caribbean Examinations Council [CXC], but examinations for over forty-six (46) post-secondary 

and professional bodies.  These include the University of London (External Programme), the 

Association of Chartered Certified Accountants [ACCA] and the Royal College of Physicians.  The OEC 

has also been named a Cambridge International Partner, in recognition of the work carried out on 

their behalf in Jamaica. 

The recent unfortunate situation concerning one of our High Schools, which has been the subject of 

media attention over of the past several days has thrown the spotlight on a negative outcome that is 

far from the norm.  Unfortunately, despite the early and sustained efforts of the OEC, the matter 

concerning the affected students registered through Penwood High School was not resolved in a 

timely manner, before the matter became public.  It is the view of the OEC that there is a need to 

explain the system of checks and balances that are in place for CXC Examinations.   
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Procedures for Submissions to CXC 

The CXC Online Registration System (ORS) is updated for each new examination year in September.   

At this time, the OEC also stages its annual training for exam coordinators island-wide for both public 

and private institutions.  The schools are required to register their candidates on the Online 

Registration System, submit payments (after Ministry of Education’s subsidy is applied) and all 

relevant receipts and supporting documents to the OEC by the end of November, in order for the OEC 

to meet the CXC December 31 deadline.    

As of June 2016, CXC introduced the option for the online submission for School Based Assessments 

(SBAs) for some subjects for both the CSEC and CAPE examinations.   In the case of CAPE, a total of 10 

subjects (for both Units 1 and 2), plus the three compulsory subjects (Communication Studies, 

Caribbean Studies and Integrated Mathematics) and for CSEC a total of  nine subjects – were allowed 

to be uploaded on the ORS.   Hard copies for all other subjects have to be physically submitted to CXC, 

through the Overseas Examinations Commission.   

The OEC produces and distributes an updated SBA Manual, which gives details of all requirements, 

including deadlines, procedures, etc., to schools island-wide in March each year for guidance and 

reference.   It is significant to note that the 2015/2016 SBA Manual specifically highlights a 

cautionary statement which states, “Where marks or scores are not submitted via ORS, all candidates 

for that subject will be reported as “Ungraded,” even though samples may have been received.”   In other 

words, both the SBA marks and samples must have been submitted to the Caribbean 

Examinations Council, before a final grade can be awarded. 

The deadline for the submission of CSEC SBAs annually, is April 30, with an absolute deadline July 31.   

This is communicated in the SBA Manual and is understood by schools.  The deadline for CAPE SBA 

submissions is May 31, with same absolute deadline of July 31.  In order to facilitate schools as much 

as possible, the OEC allows up to July 25 for the submission of hard copies of SBAs through the OEC, 

after which they are couriered to the CXC Marking Centres in time to meet the absolute cut-off date of 

July 31.  For all SBAs received by the OEC, the Commission keeps a log/record.  For schools opting to 

use the CXC’s Online Registration System, the electronic uploads of the SBAs are directly received by 

the CXC: there is no automatic notification to the OEC of these submissions. 
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Maintaining a Record of Integrity 

The Overseas Examinations Commission has established an enviable record of a 100 percent rate of 

return of scripts and SBAs placed in its custody over the years.  Additionally, the Organization has 

worked hard to improve its auditing of the SBAs and achieved near perfect (over 99.9 percent) 

Compliance in 2015. 

The OEC prizes its relationships with all Examining Bodies, our parent Ministry, as well as the schools 

and students served.  Many schools can attest to the role the OEC has played over the years in finding 

solutions to myriad problems which emerge as part of the examinations process.  The welfare of the 

over 100,000 candidates, who write multiple exams each year, has always been the OEC’s greatest 

concern and the Commission and its staff are committed to going above and beyond the call of duty to 

work with schools to resolve issues quietly, many of which, if not addressed, could have had 

significant consequences. 

The Overseas Examinations Commission, over its 129 years of existence, has naturally evolved with 

the times and has implemented processes to mitigate the threat to the security of examinations from 

the misuse of technology or otherwise.  Further the OEC acknowledges and embraces the rapid 

evolution of the examinations administration process in this digital era and have commissioned 

multiple ICT-driven projects geared towards supporting local schools and examinations centres 

throughout the examinations period of 2016-2017 and beyond.  The OEC’s Board, team of quality 

assurers and supervisors on the ground, Examination Coordinators and School Principals have been 

tremendous in the role they have played in ensuring the highest level of integrity and security in the 

examinations process. The recent unforeseen inconvenience is regrettable, especially for the affected 

students.  The OEC would like to take this opportunity to express its appreciation to the Ministry of 

Education, Youth & Information for actions taken to assist in resolving this matter. 

Signed: 

The Overseas Examinations Commission 
2a Piccadilly Road  
Kingston 5 


